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IfProtestant Reformed education is going to be effective, we need to know where we want to go, that is, we 
need a statement of our goa1s. Those of us ho are teachers have been talking about goa1s for years, only we 
usually call them objectives. Infact we have talked so nruch about goals that it seems a little bit ridiculous to 
spend time writing about them Nevertheless, I think there are indications that we need to review our statement 
of goa1s and perhaps refine it a bit so that we llllderstand clearly what they ought to be and which goals are 
WlWOrthy. 

 
The ultimate goal of all thin, of course, is the honor and glory of God. This is a statement that we all agree 
upon, but one that does not have much content Wlless we describe more exactly what that means and give it 
some content by translating it into more specific goals. It is important to keep this ultimate goal in mind always . 
because education becomes so easily a means of promoting the individual or hwnanity in general Here, too, we 
let the ideas of the world intrude upon our schoo1s. 

 
The ultimate goal: the "perfect man" 

 
Inthis world God honors Himself by making a certain kind of person who will honor Him His people will honor 
Him intheir particular callin, intheir homes, inthe church where they contribute to the welfare of their fellow 
saints, and in the world where their lives demonstrate the work of God in them Church, home, and school each 
have an appointed part to play in the development of this kind ofperson Such a person is, perhaps, best 
described in Ephesians 4 :13: ''fillwe all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God 
Wlto a perfect man, llllto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ." Although we strive to aehieve this 
goai its full accomplishment is possible only in the new creation Our education is fur pilgrims who will pass 
through this world on their way to the heavenly city. 

 
Goal one: the love of God 

 
The first and most important characteristic of this "perfect" man is that he loves God. ''Thou shah love the Lord 
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind" (Matt. 22:37). We nmst be aware that the 
school cannot imp1ant the love of God in any child that is the work of the Holy Spirit. The love of God has 
aJready been imp1anted in children of the covenant. The goal of education is to promote and to encourage such 
love of God inthese children Notice several thin about the love of God as the goal of education First, that 
pursuit of such a goal excludes personal pride. Inthis pursuit we will teach the child to suppress his natural 
tendencies toward self:.love, self:.promotion, and self:.centeredness. Our educational practices will not promote 
any of these, but will promote the Christian virtues that proceed :from the love of God. 

 
Second, we observe that the education of the world promotes scientism, secu1arism, and hwnanism all of which 
have goa1s that are antithetical to those of Christians. All of these find the goals of education in the glory ofman 
and his abilities, promotion of knowledge for its own sake or fur the greater glory of man, or for some concept 
such as freedom, or sett:realiz.ation, or unity that is supposed to advance man's condition in the earth. These 
goals penneate the textbooks of the world today. We need to recognize how these goals shape the contents of 
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the textbooks and oppose them in our teaching. 
 

Goal two: obedience 
 

The second important goal of Christian education is obedience. Notice that obedience is closely related to the 
love of God. Inmet, Jesus, in Matthew 22:37, tells us the love of God is also obedience to the first and greatest 
commandment. Love of God and obedience to His conunandment go together inseparably. Obedience to God's 
connnands also requires obedience to parents and all those in authority over us. 'What doth God require in the 
fifth connnandment? That I show all honor, love, and :fidelity, to my :father and mother, and all inauthority over 
me, and submit myself to their good instruction and correction, with due obedience; and also patiently bear with 
their weaknesses and infirmities, since it pleases God to govern us by their hand" (Heidelberg Catechism, Lord's  
Day 39, Q & A, 104). 

This is a primary goal of our education, to teach obedience. This is especially true today when the concept of 
obedience for God's sake is under attack everywhere. We must work hard to teach children to obey not 
because the Jaw is reasonable not because obedience will have results satisfying to them or will carry a reward 
but simply because this is what God requires. Having true obedience as a primary goal of our education has 
important implications for discipline as well as for teaching subjects. 

 
Goal three: knowledge 

 
The third goal of education and the one which receives the most emphasis is knowledge. Ah:hough no one 
questions knowledge as a goal of education, there is much disagreement about the nature of that knowledge and 
its purpose. This is an important matter because our llllderstanding of this goal affects decisions about curriculwn 
and methods as well as the answer to the question so often posed by students: 'Why do we have to learn all this 
stu:fi?" 

 
So often, when children ask why they have to learn that stuff; we reply, "Because that's the only way you can get 
a good job when you get out of school" (Note that when we speak of a "good" job, we nearly always mean a 
job that pays a lot of money. This is a measure of our own vanity.) It is true that our children usually need a job 
when they get out of schooi and a job does indeed require a certain amount of knowledge. This is, however, a 
very poor answer to a child's question Inthe first place, if getting a job is the main reason for gaining knowledge, 
our children could better attend a vocational school as soon as they have gained the basic skills. Such an answer 
also minimiz.es the importance of an education for those girls who will be married soon after graduation and will 
care for a fumily at home. Knowledge is important in every aspect of the Christian life in the home as well as for 
active participation in the life of the church. We need knowledge in order to live the antithetical life required of 
the Clnistian in the world. 

 
Because our goal is "a perfect man," something that the Clnistian attains only after this life inthe life etemai we 
llllderstand that the most important knowledge is the knowledge of God. "And this is life etemai that they might 
know thee the only true God, and Jesus Clnist, whom thou hast sent." This knowledge is, first of all, the 
knowledge of :faith and experience, knowing Him as our God. For those who are children of the covenant and 
who are regenerated by the Spirit of God the knowledge of God comes :from the study of the Word of God and 
of the revelation of God through His creation and through His works. 

 
The importance of the knowledge of God and obedience to His corrnnandments is beautifully descnbed in Psaim 
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78 :4-7, ''We will not hide them :from their children, shewing to the generation to come the praises of the Lord,and 
his strength, and his wonderful works that he hath done. For he established a testimony in Jacob, and appointed 
a Jaw in Israei which he connnanded our fathers, that they should make them known to their children: That the 
generation to come might know them, even the children which should be born; who should arise and decJare 
them to their children: That they might set their hope in God, and not forget the works of God, but keep his 
corrnnandments. " 

 
This knowledge is essential for the attainment of the other goals. In order to learn to love God and to obey Hirn 
we nrust know the law of God. The famous words of Deuteronorey 6 make that very point: "And thou shah love 
the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might. And these words,which I 
corrnnand thee this day, shall be in thine heart: And thou shah teach them diligently unto thy children ..." 

 
We should not make the mistake of believing that the Bible is all we need to know. We need to know the 
material of many subjects math, geography, science, language, history,and ImllY others but we need to learn and 
Wlderstand them in the light of our knowledge of the Bible. Inmet, the main business of the Christian school is to 
teach these subjects in the light of Scripture. 

 
We need to remember also that there are no neutral mets. The public schools would have us believe that they  
can be neutral in their teaching, teaching only objective mets. If we do not teach the truth, we are teaching the lie. 
Teaching about the creation is not the truth unless the met of the Creator is a part of the lesson The public 
schools teach religion as well as we, only their religion is humanism 

 
Remember also that knowledge is not only the memorization of mets and the ability to recite them, but it is also 
the llllderstanding of mets, the acceptance of those mets as the truth, and the relating of these mets to all of our 
knowledge of the revelation of God and their use in our lives as servants of God. 

 
Knowledge, then, is a goal of education, not as an end in itself but as means ofpromoting the praise of God. We 
sometimes make the mistake of considering the acquisition of knowledge as an end in itself So often we see the 
student who has acquired great knowledge becoming puffed up with pride so that he twns away from the church 
and seeks :further advancement and honors in the world. We teachers ought to evaluate carefully how we 
promote the acquisition of knowledge and the kind of knowledge that we teach True knowledge ought to make 
the learner more hwnble. 

 
Goal four: reverence 

 
A fourth goal of Protestant Refonned education is reverence for God and His works. There must be inour love 
for God elements of awe, wonder, worship, and fear that I am here calling reverence. Proverbs 1:7, 'The fear of 
the Lord is the beginning of knowledge," expresses there elation between these two goals. This reverence is 
important in order to make the student understand the relationship between God and His creatures. This goal 
asswnes greater importance in the society of today because so many even among Clnistians are trying to remake 
God inhwnan te, making him a :friend only and not our King. The goal of reverence for God also is the 
strongest justification for teaching appreciation-type subjects: literature,music, art, etc. 

 
The pmsuit of these goals in our Protestant Reformed Schools should make our education different :from that of 
other schools. It should also influence our view of the trends insecular education today. I had a professor who 
premced many ofher ideas with the words, ''The research shows...." It did not seem to bother her that what the 
research shows this year is different :from what the research showed Jast year and is probably different :from what 
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the research will show next year. We need to be very careful of what is being promoted as truth in education 
today. It is too easy for many teachers to accept whatever is popular in education and to introduce it into the 
Clnistian schooJs. 

 
False goals in American education today 

 
American public education has inrecent years reduced the importance of knowledge as a goal of education 
Some have said that since a person in the world today needs fur more knowledge than the school can possibly 
provide, the goal of the school ought to be rather the teaching of methods for acquiring knowledge rather than 
the knowledge itself The assumption here is that ifthe child has mastered the methods for acquiring knowledge 
he will acquire the knowledge that he needs. The idea seems to asswne that all knowledge is only infonnation 
and is all equally valuable and equally valid. The met is that in the Protestant Reformed schooJs we want our 
children to gain the true knowledge which is the knowledge of God. They are not going to come by this naturally; 
they have to be taught. The skills needed to acquire more mets are aJso a goal of the school but are a secondary 
goal 

 
Some years ago "problem solving" was promoted as the great goal of education More recently, it has become 
"critical thinking." These may be very fine goaJs,but they are secondary goaJs and cannot substitute for 
knowledge. Some of the schooJs seem to have forgotten that one cannot solve problems or think critically 
without a Jarge amoWlt of knowledge to work with. Truth does not lie in methods but in knowledge of God and 
of His Word. 

 
It is interesting that when the public schooJs go on one of these periodic binges in which they promote a new goal 
which promises to be the panacea for all educational ills, they are always eventually brought up short by the 
public, which insists on knowledge. Our children know less than the Russians or the Japanese. The scores on our 
SAT tests are declining. Leaders of business and industry complain that those graduating from school do not 
know enough. And so the schoo1s are forced back into teaching knowledge with a materialistic, selt:serving goal 

 
Traditionally, knowledge of God and obedience to His commandments as manifestations of the love of God have 
been, I think, the primary goa1s of Protestant Reformed schoo1s. This means that our schoo1s have placed nruch 
emphasis upon the importance of reading as a means of acquiring knowledge. The textbooks we have chosen 
have usually been those that emphasized knowledge over experience, intellectual skills over social skills, artistic 
skills, or manual skills, the cognitive over the affective. Part of the reason for the preference of knowledge and 
obedience as educational goa1s is that we consider them to be goa1s of a higher order than the other. The other 
part of the reason is that our schooJs have followed the belief that the school is an extension of the home and 
should be responsible for educating children only in those areas in which the parents are not qualified to teach 
their children 

 
Inthese times when many schooJs have supplanted the parents ahnost entirely, it is important that we define 
clearly the goa1s of the school and limit them carefully. There has been a tendency inrecent years for parents to 
place more and more responsibility upon the schoo1s perhaps because the parents have been more interested in 
other pursuits and have less time than they are able or willing to spend upon teaching their children Inaddition, 
many schoo1s have feh compelled to take more responsibility for the children's education because many homes 
were neglecting their responsibilities. Finally, many schooJs have actively added to the work of the school partly 
because they feel that as professiona 1s they can do the job better and partly on grotll1ds that the school must 
teach ''the whole child." · 
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There has been a lot of fuzzy thinking in connection with the concept of teaching the whole child. The child, they 
say, consists of many different aspects: psychologicaL sociaL moraL intellectuaL physicaL etc. One of these 
aspects cannot be treated without involving all the others. So fur, so good. They say that because you cannot 
separate one of these aspects :from the others, we must of necessity teach the"whole child," and this means that 
the school has to include everyone of these aspects into its cmriculwn The school has to be concerned with the 
development of every quality in the child. To supply this supposed need, tmny new goals were added and units 
added to achieve those goals: social adaptation, social skills, psychological adjustment, family living, sex 
education, and many others. The results of this idea were that the schools were overwhehned with the number of 
things that had to be taught, they often became bogged down in teaching trivia, and they lost a clear  
understanding of their purpose and goals and became unable to do anything well. 

 
The idea of teaching ''the whole child" ought rather to be limited to the fact that a teacher, in teaching a particu1ar 
subject,must be aware of the fact that other qualities of the child may help or hinder learning in a particular way. 
A simple example: a child who has a social problem that results in difficulties with his classmates may have 
difficulty learning his math because of this problem The teacher, obviously, has to be aware that he is not 
progranuning a computer but is teaching a child with tmny characteristics that will affect the learning process. 
The teacher will concern elf with the social problem to the extent that it interferes with the learning of math, 
but should not be expected to solve social problems of the child anymore than he should try to correct physical 
problems. 

 
Correcting the problems that may interfere with the learning of the students is not so much a matter of 
implementing a new program in the school as it is a matter of connmmicating with the parents so they may 
address the problem Some problems that affect the education of the children are spiritual problems. We should 
not be reluctant to apply to the pastors and consistories for help in dealing with spiritual proble. 

 
Some false goals in "Christian" education 

 
One goal that we reject but that is held by many Christian schoo1s is that of converting the students. Such a goal 
will certainly affect teaching methods. Also, schoo1s that have such a goal often welcome the llllconverted. We 
maintain that our schoo1s are not mission stations but are designed for covenant children Conversion is a function 
of the Holy Spirit through the preaching of the Word. We seek, rather, to nurture spiritual growth among the 
children of the covenant. 

 
We do not believe in a postmillennial retwn of Christ to rule the earth. We do not, therefore, train our children to 
''redeem"the world for Christ. We view ourselves and our children as pilgrims and strangers in the earth. We see 
redemption of the earth only inthe new creation. We train our children to seek a better cmmtry,that is, a 
heavenly one. This influences our treatment of all of the subjects. 

 
It see to me important that the school strictly limit its objectives to those areas for which the parents are not 
qualified or for some other reason are unable to perfonn One reason for strict limitation is completely practicat 
we do not have the time to teach all things the child needs to be taught. Ifwe try to do everything, we end up 
doing nothing well. It is a1so important for the parents to perform as much of the educational function as they can 
The scriptwal injunctions concerning education are addressed to parents. This does not mean that they are 
required by Scripture to do all the education of the children, but it does mean that they are first of all responsible 
for that education, and when they delegate some of that responsibility to the schooL they are still responsible to 
see that the school does it well. 
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There are some rew people who seem to believe that the main purpose of having Protestant Refonned Schools is 
to protect children from wicked influences. They expect that their children will associate with Christian children 
and will thus be more certain to grow up as Christians. It is true that this is one of the purposes of our schoo1s. 
We want to keep our children from evil companions and the temptation of the world while we are trying to teach 
them the way of the Lord. One goal of our schoo1s is to shelter the children while we nurture them lllltil they are 
strong enough to function as Christians in the world. 

 
Those who believe strongly in the sheltering function of PR education are gravely disappointed when they 
discover sins in the children attending the school Their children come home and tell about the bad language and 
behavior of some of the students, and they become disillusioned with the school and critical of PR education. 
Even now, after many years of teaching PR students, I am still sometimes shocked at the language some children 
use and at their propensity for evil. What bothers even more is the fact that they so often show little remorse. "So 
you caught me this time. I'll pay the penalty, and I'll be careful not to be caught again," they seem to be saying. 

 
We need to remember a couple of facts: Sin does not come from outside; it comes from within from our own 
hearts. The old idea that we can escape from sin by separating ourselves from the world is just as attractive now 
as when many people entered monasteries and just as false. Confessing as we do the doctrine of total depravity, 
we really should not be surprised that our children sin. That does not deny the value of separating our children 
We can reduce outside influences that will encourage them to sin. We may even be able to develop an 
atmosphere in which they will be encouraged to do right. 

 
Even though we know that our children, like us, are prone to all evil, that does not mean that we should be 
complacent about it or accepting of their sins. Parents and teachers are responsible for teaching them to know 
what is right, and to try to get them to behave righteously. The children, too, are responsible before God for their 
actions. Another important goal of PR education is that parents and teachers together teach the children the same 
things about sin, repentance, and forgiveness. Where sin is treated as an aberration or a disease or a variation in 
lifestyle or a consequence of mishandling by others, children will not learn truly about the wonder of salvation 

 
There is another difficulty of shehering children of which, I'm afraid, we are not sufficiently aware or concerned. 
Inour schools we create a kind of closed society. When sins appear insuch a society there is a serious danger 
that they will become accepted. It seerrE that when a fellow member of the church does it or my friend does it 
then it carmot really be so bad. I have folllld it often with a sin like cheating in school All would agree that 
cheating is a sin. Nevertheless, when a couple of my friends do it, it cannot be so bad. After awhile we can find 
many excuses for cheating and can find others to blame for it. Finally cheating becomes accepted and is really 
not considered a real sin, or, ifit is a sin, an l.lllderstandable and acceptable one. When sin appears in a closed 
society,there is a serious danger that it will become acceptable and will lose its sinful character. 

 
In conclusion 

 
We often say that one of the goals of Protestant Refonned education is to each our children to live as Christians 
inthe world. I think this is, perhaps, the goal that summariz.es all others. 

(From Pers pectives in Covenant Education. Spring 1995 issue] 
 

Return to the sennon, article, and pamphlet listings. 
Return to the Loveland Protestant Reformed Church home page. 
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